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Welcome to Trailwalker!
This guide has been put together by Oxfam staff, to bring
together advice from past walkers, fitness professionals and
the Gurkhas. We’ve looked into what you should eat, what you
should wear, how much to train for this epic adventure and how
to reach your fundraising pledge with ease. It’s important to
read this through thoroughly – but don’t forget to have fun!
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Compulsory kit list
There are a number of things you’ll need to safely take on Trailwalker. The South Downs Way is
incredibly exposed and the UK is known for rapidly changing unpredictable weather. This list
ensures you have the right kit to keep you hydrated, protected from the weather, prepared for
night-time walking, and safe in case anything happens (minor injury, get lost etc).

COMPULSORY ITEMS (ONE PER PERSON)

□
□
□
□
□

1 x sturdy water bottle or bladder (full)

1 x head torch, spare batteries and bulb
2 x participant numbers (you’ll receive these at registration if not before)
1 x sun hat
1 x whistle

COMPULSORY per team

□

1 x Trailwalker Map and Event Guide
(These will be posted to your Team Leader nearer the event)

□ 1 x Ordnance Survey map (recommended Landranger OS 197 and 198)
□ 1 x compass
□ 1 x notebook and pen for recording details in an emergency
□ COMPULSORY
2 x mobile phones (for different networks)
per team
□ 1 x first aid kit
□ 1 x survival bag
□ 2 x high-visibility vests
□ 1 x rucksack
□ 1 x suncream
Weather dependent items
(Individual – to be available in support vehicle)

□
□
□
□
□

1 x warm hat and pair of gloves
1 x warm fleece
2 x sets of spare clothing
(carry one, keep one in the Support Crew vehicle)
Spare socks (We recommend at least four pairs.
Carry one spare, others can be in the support vehicle.)
1 x waterproof jacket and trousers
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Support Crew and your kit
Depending on the conditions, you may not need to carry all kit
with you at all times. Use your Support Crew to transport spare
dry clothing, and if it's a hot day, the warmer items for the night
section. Many teams have been caught out on the course due to
rapidly changing weather – think carefully before setting off
without waterproofs, and ask your Support Crew to provide
regular weather updates. There is a separate list in the Support
Crew Guide with recommendations of what they should bring.

Teams should be reminded that it is their responsibility to conduct a
weather check at each checkpoint and ensure that they have the
necessary equipment to support themselves between each checkpoint.
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KIT ADVICE

Choosing your rucksack

Waterproof your map

A pack with padded waist and shoulder
straps is important to help you carry the
compulsory kit in comfort. A chest strap will
also keep the shoulder straps in the right
place, stopping chafing and extra strain.

We require that you do Trailwalker with our
supplied Map & Event Guide, as well as
Landranger Ordnance Survey Maps 197 + 198.
Bear in mind that you need to know where you
are, even in the rain, so consider using a
waterproof map bag.

Wonderful walking poles

First aid kit

Spreading the weight between your hands
and feet can be a real benefit, and using
walking poles can help you keep your
balance whilst walking. Most Trailwalkers
find that walking poles are an immense help,
but make sure that you try them out in
training so that you learn how to use them in
the optimal way for you.

There will be medics at every checkpoint
along the route. However, these
professionals are not there to treat minor
blisters, and you wouldn’t want to delay
someone with a more serious concern. So
learn how to deal with your blisters during
training, and carry a blister-fixing kit at all
times. Remember: prevention is best!

Mobile phones

Head torches and batteries

Consider how you’re going to stay in touch
with your Support Crew. There is limited
mobile network across the route, so you
can’t rely on mobile technology during
Trailwalker. See if your team has mobiles of
different networks to increase your chance
of signal, and make a timed plan with your
Support Crew so that they know roughly
when to expect you.

You need to take a head torch with you for
the night section, but remember as well to
take spare batteries. Tape these to the head
torch or somewhere accessible, so that if
your light dies suddenly you’ll be able to fix
the issue quickly and easily.
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WHAT TO WEAR
Over the event weekend and throughout your training you must be prepared
for all kinds of weather conditions, and for the weather to change quickly!
You are exposed to the elements whilst walking along the South Downs.
Follow these rules to ensure your trek isn’t wrecked by rain:

Extreme weather
Ensure you have waterproof trousers as well as a waterproof jacket.
Pack plenty of spare socks so that you can enjoy that fresh-feet feeling.
Are your shoes or boots waterproof? Do you have a spare pair?
Always carry a sunhat – it’s important to plan for extreme sunshine as well as
heavy rain.
Make sure that you are carrying the compulsory kit in your rucksack. Don’t be
fooled by what the weather is like when you set off from one checkpoint – by the
time you reach the next one, it could have changed drastically.

Layer system
Layering lets you adapt your clothing to the conditions: if it gets warmer
then layers can be removed. At night, or if it rains, you can add layers to stay
comfortable. The idea is based on three layers:

Base layer

Mid layer

Outer layer

The base layer is critical
and should transport
moisture away from the
skin, dispersing it to the air
or outer layers. If moisture
is left next to the skin it
can create discomfort and
will feel cold.

The mid layer works like
the base layer, continuing
to wick away moisture. It
also provides insulation to
retain your body’s warmth.
Trailwalkers have found
that a fleece is a good mid
layer; it’s light weight and
dries quickly.

The outer layer should be a
waterproof and breathable
rain jacket.
You will need a hood to
keep your head warm and
dry, and make sure you
have space to wear a hat
underneath.

Cotswold Outdoor is proud to be the official retailer for
Oxfam Trailwalker 2021. Participants and Support Crew
can enjoy a 15% discount* on clothing and equipment as
well as free in store boot and rucksack fitting services, to
help the kilometres pass by as comfortably and as
pleasantly as possible. CODE: AF-TRAIL-21

Recommended
retail partner
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*Full T&Cs apply. Offer expires 31.10.21
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TRAINING PLAN

This is an example training plan for the 100km challenge compiled
from past teams' experiences of getting ready for Trailwalker. It’s only
intended as a guide for putting together a plan that will suit your team,
and is best suited to beginners. If you are a more advanced team, you
may want to adapt the timeframe and training distances.

1. Ensure easy walks and cardio workouts
– such as a run, bike ride or a workout
in the gym – are part of your weekly
routine as this will help to build your
general fitness.

2. Make sure you include adequate rest

time in your training plan, to allow your
body to recover and prevent injury.

3. Training on hills is more effective
than flat walks and will prepare
you for the course.

4. If you are able to, keep within

government social distancing
guidelines, do some training walks
together so you learn each other’s
stamina and pace.

5. As a team, make sure that you include,
on at least one occasion, two long
walks over a weekend, which will get
you used to event conditions.

6. Plan in one or two team night walks.

Keep safe – do not walk alone and use
a route that you have done before.

7. Your longest walk should be at least

40-50km. In training you don't need to
cover the whole Trailwalker distance.

7. One to two weeks before the event,
taper your training by decreasing
your weekend walks but stay
active to keep fresh for the
big weekend.
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TRAINING PROGRAMme
WEEK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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MON

TUE

WED

THURS

EASY WALK

EASY WALK
4-6 KM

EASY WALK
8 KM
MEDIUM
WALK

CARDIO

MEDIUM
WALK

10 KM
EASY WALK
4-6 KM

12 KM
hill walk

4-6 KM

6-8 KM

6-8 KM

SUN

CARDIO

EASY WALK

EASY WALK

SAT

CARDIO

4-6 KM

CARDIO

FRI

CARDIO

MEDIUM
WALK
15 KM
MEDIUM
WALK

CARDIO

20 KM

EASY WALK

HIll walk

long walk

6-8 KM

8-10 KM

25 KM

EASY WALK
6-8 KM
EASY WALK
6-8 KM
EASY WALK
6-8 KM
EASY WALK
6-8 KM
EASY WALK
6-8 KM
EASY WALK
6-8 KM

CARDIO

CARDIO
Hill walk
8-10 KM

team night
walk
8-10 KM

20-25 KM
LONG WALK
25-30 KM

TEAM WALK

TEAM WALK

25-30 KM

25-30 KM
LONG WALK
30-35 KM
TEAM WALK

CARDIO

CARDIO

TEAM WALK

20-25 KM
CARDIO

CARDIO

CARDIO

TEAM WALK

40-50 KM
team night
walk

MEDIUM
WALK

8-10 KM

20-25 KM
MEDIUM
WALK

EASY WALK

Hill walk

6-8 KM

8-10 KM

EASY WALK

Hill walk

EASY WALK

6-8 KM

6-8 KM

8 KM

EASY WALK
4-6 KM

12 KM

EVENT WEEKEND

how your fundraising helps
Oxfam
Thanks to you, we’re providing vital support like handwashing facilities, clean water,
toilets and soap in the most vulnerable communities.
For example, in camps in Bangladesh there
is a major risk of devastating spread of
coronavirus in the cramped, sprawling
sites. We’re providing vital clean water and
sanitation, as well as hygiene training and
awareness.
Since March 2020, we have reached over
4.5 million people across 62 countries and
we won’t stop. Every step you take in
training and at the event will be helping
people hold onto hope. Your ongoing
generosity is at the heart of everything
we do.

Nur* is using the recently installed Contactless Handwashing
Device in the Rohingya camp. *name changed to protect identity

The Gurkha Welfare Trust
With your help, we continue to provide vital support to Gurkha veterans,
their families and communities in Nepal.
We enable people to live with dignity by
delivering essential financial and medical
aid. We also work with local communities
to provide access to clean water and
education.
Our Pensioner Support Teams journey into
the hills of Nepal on motorbikes, in 4x4
vehicles and on foot to pay a pension to
Gurkha veterans and widows, check their
health and deliver medication in their
own homes. Last year we paid our
pension to over 4,800 veterans and
widows who have an average age of 80.
With no entitlement to a British Army
pension, for most this is their only source
of income.

Without your support, brave Gurkha veterans like Matibahadur
Pun would struggle to get by in the hills of Nepal.

Your fundraising is first sent to Oxfam so it can be processed. Then it’s all added together
and split between Oxfam and The Gurkha Welfare Trust.
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Fundraising
Each Trailwalker team pledges to raise £1,400 for Oxfam and The Gurkha
Welfare Trust as part of their challenge. Broken down between all four
walking team members, this works out at just £350 per person. On average
most teams raise in excess of £1,700, so we hope that with our help, you
can smash your sponsorship this year!

Here are our top tips:
Start early! Statistically, teams who start fundraising early are much more
likely to reach and even exceed their fundraising target.
Make the most of your online fundraising page. People are more likely to
donate to an online page that has been personalised – so don’t be afraid to
update your page with a team photo, description and target!
Share your experiences with your donors. Keep them updated with your
progress and encourage new donations by sharing your training journey. Had
a great training walk? Share a selfie! Things getting tough? Post an update.
Make it fun! Can you do a sweepstake with colleagues or host a curry night?
Talk to your team and see what skills and interests you all have and how you
could turn these into fundraising opportunities.
Go virtual! There’s no need to worry if you can’t host a fundraising event in
person. Just think about what you would have wanted to do (a quiz night,
yoga class, car boot sale) and do it online! Ask for donations before providing
people with a video link to guarantee your efforts don’t go to waste.
Don’t forget we’re here to help you every step of the way! Do get in contact with the
Trailwalker team if you’re stuck for ideas.

Each year we also offer fundraising incentives for any team who want to go beyond their
£1400 target. These often include free t-shirts and official event photos so do check out
the website for details on this! oxfamapps.org.uk/trailwalker/fundraising.php
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NAVIGATION ON THE ROUTE
The Trailwalker route will be signposted but do not rely on these signs
alone. You will receive a Map & Event Guide and you’ll also need Ordnance
Survey Landranger Maps 197 (Chichester & the South Downs) and 198
(Brighton & Lewes).

Footpaths and roads

Compass

The Trailwalker route goes across varied
terrain. A lot of it follows tracks and
footpaths, but you will also cross over
roads. It’s useful to be prepared for all the
different surfaces you’ll be walking on.

We can’t guarantee that you won’t veer
off track, especially when you’re tired.
So make sure that you learn how to use
a compass and can orientate yourself
using your map.

Get the maps
We recommend the Ordnance Survey
Landranger maps 197 and 198. Get at
least one set for your team so that you
can become familiar with the different
markings, and you’re comfortable on the
event weekend.

Sat nav
We don’t provide postcodes for
checkpoints or waterstops because
they just don’t help you find the locations!
Instead, familiarise yourself with our
Map and Event Guide and the relevant
Ordnance Survey maps.

TRAIN ON THE ROUTE
We found this really helpful as it

means you know what to expect
on the event weekend – you can
recognise landmarks and pace
yourself. Plus, the scenery is
really beautiful – it’s worth it
for that alone.



Team Footsore Foursome
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NUTRITION ADVICE
In training
During training with your team you’ll learn
what foods you like and don’t like, and what
keeps you going. It’s important that you’re
aware of this so that you can plan for the
event weekend. But remember that when
you’re very tired, you may want something
completely different - so plan for variety.

One to two weeks before Trailwalker you
should reduce your training and start
‘carb-loading’. Aim to eat between eight and
ten grams of carbohydrates for every
kilogram of your body weight.

During the event
Eat breakfast one or two hours before
you walk.
During the walk, bring and eat a variety
of foods, and a mix of fast-and
slow-release energies.
Pack snacks in easy-to-reach places
like pockets and the sides of your
rucksack. This means you won’t need to
stop in order to grab a quick bite.
Consider how weather conditions may
affect your choices (will you want that
salad in the cold rain, or a hearty
chicken sandwich?). Try to prepare for
all eventualities.
Follow the rule ‘little and often is best’.
Binge-eating at checkpoints may make
you feel nauseous later.
Keep an eye on your team members
– is everyone eating and drinking?

If not, offer them food or a drink;
they might just be too tired to think
of it themselves.
Here are some of our favourite
Trailwalker foods:
Peanut butter and jam sandwich
(immediate sugar from the jam, slower
release from the nuts).
Banana bagel (the ultimate
slow-release fruit).
Flapjack.
It's also important to take on salts
so keep this in mind when you pack
your snacks.
Drink an extra 500ml of fluid two or three
hours before the event.
During the walk, drink approximately 400ml
of water or isotonic drink per hour or, when
the weather is hot, 600ml per hour.

Urine chart
If your urine matches these colours you are:

hydrated

dehydrated

seriously
dehydrated

ok

you should
drink more

you should see
a doctor

After the event

Seek medical attention at the next checkpoint

You need to eat carbohydrates and protein to help your muscles recover after
exercising. Eat a meal within one hour of finishing. You may just want to sleep but
eating will really help your recovery.
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Blisters & Chafing
Blister fixers
Blisters are the number one reason
participants don’t finish Trailwalker.
There are many different opinions on how
you can treat or prevent blisters, and a
variety of ways to help prepare and
strengthen your feet.
The Trailwalker team have pulled
together some of the best ways but
ultimately, everyone’s feet are different.
It’s best to try a few different methods
and choose what works best for you.

Wear-in your shoes
Make sure you have comfortable walking
shoes/boots and trainers that you have
already used in your training.

Have more than one pair
Alternate footwear in order to avoid the
build-up of pressure points. Spare shoes
also come in handy if your feet get wet.
Remember to also regularly change your
sweaty, damp socks for clean ones,
which will reduce friction.

Carry a blister care kit
Your blister-care kit should contain the
following items:
Blister plasters or pads
Gauze pads (sterile and individually
wrapped)
Small scissors (to cut dressing material)
Medical tape
A towel to dry your feet.

Dry feet vs gooey feet
Find out whether your feet prefer being
dry and dusted in talcum powder, or if you
prefer using petroleum jelly on the areas
of your feet that rub against your boots.
A simple foot-saving technique has
helped many of our walkers in the past.
First put on ‘liner socks’ followed by a
thicker pair of good walking socks. This
should prevent your boots rubbing against
your skin and causing blisters.

Toughen up
Tough feet will help reduce blisters.
Before the challenge, wherever possible
walk around in bare feet to help toughen
up your skin.

Trailwalker IS A huge CHALLENGE
So if you have any medical conditions or concerns,
we recommend that you consult your GP prior
to undertaking any training scheme.
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Blister care during training
If you develop a blister during training,
do not pop or peel it. Let nature take its
course and allow the blister to heal before
you begin walking again. A few days of
rest will be more beneficial than trying to
walk through the pain.

Blister care during the event
Cleanse it with rubbing alcohol and let
it dry naturally
Do not remove or rub off the top
Apply antibiotic ointment and cover the
blister with sterile gauze or a bandage
Provide protective cushioning with some
type of padding (such as Compeed).

LOVE youR TOENAILS?
Be aware that many Trailwalkers have lost many toenails over the years. This isn’t
permanent and it just means that their boots have rubbed against their toes, and perhaps
they didn’t embrace preventative padding or double-socking... learn from their losses!

Chafing
After blisters, chafing is the most common discomfort that Trailwalkers experience.
Chafing can often occur on the inner thigh, groin area, armpits and nipples as a result
of friction caused by body parts rubbing together or clothing rubbing the skin. Don’t shy
away from this: tackle it head-on using our top tips below:

Sweat

Wick away

Keep hydrated during training, drink lots of
water during the event, and ensure you
drink sufficient fluids after exercise. This
will help you to perspire freely. When you
stop sweating the remnants dry into salt
crystals, which creates more friction.

Wear a snug-fitting base layer of clothing
that pulls perspiration away from your body.
Aim for synthetic clothing, and steer away
from cotton as this will not wick moisture
from your body and may cause chafing.

Skin-tight shorts
Bike shorts (not the padded kind!) are
designed to give a skin-tight fit that will
prevent chafing of the lower body or thigh
area; you may find these useful for the
challenge.

Goo up
Apply Vaseline to any chafing areas to
reduce friction and prevent rubbing.
Tape up or wear fabric plasters over
nipples to prevent them from rubbing
or bleeding.
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The importance of your Support Crew
You need to organise a Support Crew for your team, and we
strongly recommend that there are four members. It will be
an epic adventure for them too.
What does the support
crew do?

How to recruit your
Support Crew

Your Support Crew is responsible for
keeping you supported physically and
emotionally throughout the whole 30 hours
of Trailwalker. They will drive a vehicle
between checkpoints to meet you, provide
you with food and encouragement, and
probably drive you home as well. They don’t
need to be trained medics – we will provide
those at every checkpoint. They don’t need
to be trained psychologists either – but it
helps if they know you well enough
to see what you need, and like you enough
to sort that out for you!

A successful Support Crew feels part of the
team – if you have four support crew
members, think of you all as being a team of
eight and include them in your planning
sessions, pub nights, or the odd training
walk. Highlight that this is going to be a big
achievement for them as well – so if anyone
you know is on the lookout for a challenge,
but doesn’t fancy walking, then this could
be the thing for them.
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In the past, fantastic Support Crews have:
Made a banner to hold up as
they cheered on the walkers.

Provided games to keep
walkers entertained
throughout the night.

Provided buckets of
water for tired feet.

Brought a camping stove and
cooked a bacon butty at
Checkpoint 9.

Brought Champagne at the
finish line to celebrate
the team’s triumph.

Walked a few kilometres with the
walkers to keep their spirits up.

BEING IN A Support Crew IS LIKE BEING
AT A 30 HOUr FESTIVAL ON THE MOVE
Friends, food, and mud (mud not guaranteed).
There's a great atmosphere across the course, and
your Support Crew will get to know others as they go.
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15% discount
for Oxfam Trailwalker Participants
In-store and online
Use code AF-TRAIL-21
Full T&Cs apply. Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer or discount. Selected lines are exempt. Excludes electronics. Partnership discount is only valid for
customers signed up to our free Explore More benefits scheme. Only valid upon production of your participant identification in-store or use of valid discount code online.
Offer expires 31.10.21

Trusted by our partners since 1974
Stores nationwide | cotswoldoutdoor.com
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Let’s go somewhere

It far exceeded our expectations and we

had an amazing time! The fact that all 8
of our team members finished together
was beyond our dreams!



Team blood, sweat and beers (Archeology SouthEast)

Any questions?
Contact us on 0300 200 1244 or email: events@oxfam.org.uk

Oxfam is a registered charity in England and Wales (no 202918) and Scotland (SC039042). Oxfam GB is a member of Oxfam International.
Photos: Simon Rawles, David Azia, Fabeha Monir/Oxfam. Inhouse: 9501

